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CHAPTER 199

The Jurors Act
Interpre_
tatlon

1. In this Act,
(a) "county" includes a district;
(b) "county court" includes a district court;

(c) "county selectors" includes district selectors;
(d) "local municipality" includes The Municipality of

Metropolitan Toronto. but does not include an area
municipality as defined by The Munkipality of~'~6~' 1960,
Metropolitan Toronto Act;
(e)

"sheriff" includes a coroner, an elisor and every other
officer to whom the return of jury process belongs.
°R.S.D. 1950,c. 191, s. 1; 1955, c. 37, s. 1.

QUALIFICATIONS, EXEMPTiONS AND DISQUALIFICATIONS OF

JURORS

2.-(1) Subject to section 44, and unless exempted or dis- ~~~~lnlld
qualified, every person twenty-one or more years of age, be- ~nd lIablo
ing a British subject by birth or naturalization and in the 0 IIflrve
possession of his or her natural faculties, and not infirm Or decrepit, who or whose wife or husband is assessed upon the last
revised assessment roll as owner or tenant in respect of real
property of the valu'c of not less than $600 in cities and $400
in towns, villages and townships is qualified and liable to serve
as a juror on grand and petit juries in the Supreme Court and
in' all courts of civil or criminal jurisdiction in the county in
which he or she resides. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 2 (1); 1951,
c. 41, s. 1.
(2) Where property is asses.;ed as the property of two or ~~~~~lotOIll
more persons jointly, they shall be treated as if severally
assessed for equal proportions of the property. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 191, s. 2 (2).
3.-(1) The following persons are c.:-..:empt from being re- ~~:~Pted
turned and from serving as grand or petit jurors, and their ~~I\&
names shall not be entered on the rolls prepared and reported
by the selectors of jurors:
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1. Every persoll seven ty or more years of age.

2. Every member of the Privy Council of Canada or
the Executive Council of Ontario.
3. Every member of the Senate. the House of Commons of Canada or the Assembly.
4. The sccrct..'lries of the Governor General or the
Lieutenant Governor.
5. Every judge.
6. Every magistrate.

7. Every sheriff, coroner, jailer and keeper of a house
of correction or lock-up.

8. Every sheriff's officer and constable.
9. Every police officer and constable.
10. Every minister, priest or ecclesiastic under any form
or profession of religious faith or worship.
11.

Every woman who is a vowed member of a religious
order and who lives in a convent or other religious
community.

12. Every barrister and every solicitor of the Supreme
Court actually practising, and every student-at-law.
13. Every officer of any court of justice.

14-. Every physician, surgeon, dental surgeon, pharma·
ceutical chemist and veterinary surgcon actually
practising.
15. Every registered nurse.
16. Every member of Her Majcsty's navy, army or
air force on full pay.

17. Every pilot and seaman engaged in the pursuit of his
calling.
18. Evcryhead of a municipal council.
19. Evcry editor, rcporlcr and printer of an)' public
newspaper or journal.
20. Every person employed in the actual working of a
railway, strcet railway or public commission carrying
on the business of dcveloping, transmitting or distributing elcclric<'tl power or energy.
21. Every telegraph and tclephone operator.
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22. Every fire fighter belonging to a fire department or
comp.-'lny, who has procured the certificate authorized
by section 1 of The Fire Fighters' ExemptiottAct,dur. ~'~4~' 19GO,

iug the period of his enrolment and continuance in
actunl duty as such fire fighter; and every fire fighter
who is entitled to and who has received the certificate
authorized by section 4 of that Act; but no fire fighter
is exempt from serving as a juror unless the captain
or other officer of the fire department or company,
at least five days before the time appointed for the
selection of jurors, notifies to the clerk of the rnunj·
cipality the names of the fire fighters belonging to
his dcp..'lrtmcnt or company, and residing in the
municipality, who arc exempt and claims exemption
for them.
23. The wife or husband of every person mentioned in
paragraphs 5, 6, 7,8,9, 12 or 13. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,
s. 3 (1); 1951, c. 41, s. 2.
(2) Every person who is under subpoena or is likely to be ~h:~ptlon
called as a witness in a civil or criminal proceeding is exempt ~~~~~~der
from being returned and from serving as a grand or petit
juror at any sittings of a court at which such proceeding might
be tried, and his name shall not be en tercel on the rolls prepared
and reported by the selectors of jurors for any such sittings,
and if entered, shall be deleted therefrom. R.S.O. 1950,
c.191,s.3 (2).

(3) Every grand juror and every petit juror who has re- ~~en::r:,:on
ceived fees for attending a sittings of a court is exempt from :i;vl'c:rter
being returned and from serving as a grand or petit juror for
the period of three years next following the commencement of
such sittings, and if his name is entered on the rolls prepared
and reported by the selectors of jurors for any sittings of a
court to be held within such period of three years, his name
shall be deleted therefrom. 1954, c. 40, s. 1.
4.-(1) A woman who is servl.-'d with a summons and does~g~~bY
not desire to. serve as a juror shall, within thr~e days afte.r tl~e :::~~~on
date of receIpt of the summons by her, notify the shenfF In
writing (Form 4, Schedulc D) that she claims exemption from
servicc as a juror for a period of onc year from the date of the
notice, and, upon such noticc being given to the sheriff, the
woman is exempt from service as a juror for the period of
one year.

(2) \Vhcn sending a summons to a woman, the sheriff shall ~rr~08uree
enclose therewith a copy of this section and a copy of the BUmmOIl5
notice (Fonn 4, Schedule D). J951, c. 41, s. 3.
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5. Service at a division court docs not exempt a juror from
serving at any other court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 4.
6. No person convicted of treason, felony, perjury or
subornation of perjury, unless he has obtained a frec pardon,
is qualified to serve as a grand or petit juror. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 191, s. 5.
COUNTY SELECTIONS

County
aelectoT8

7.-(1) The judge of the county court, every junior judge
thereof, the mayor of any city situate in the COUllty, the
warden, the treasurer of the county, the treasurer of any such
city, and the sheriff or in his absence the deputy sheriff, any
three of whom is a quorum, are ex officio selectors of jurors from
the jurors' rolls in their respective counties, and shall be known
as county selectors.
Chairman
(2) The judge of the county court, and in his absence a
junior judge, i~ the chairman, and in the absence of both, the
county selectors may appoint a chairman pro tempore. R.5.0.
1950, c. 191, s. 6 (1, 2).
Casting Yote
(3) In case of an equality of votes, the chairman of the
meeting has a double or ca.sting vote. R.5.0. 1950, c. 191,
,.6(4).
York county

8.-(1) Notwithstanding section 7, in the county of York
the judge of the county court, the senior of the junior judges
thereof, the chairman of the council of The Municipality of
Metropolitan Toronto, the warden, the treasurer of the
county, the treasurer of The Municipality of Metropolitan
Toronto, and the sheriff, any three of whom constitute a
quorum, are ex officio the selectors of jurors from the jurors'
rolls in the county and shall be known as the county selectors.
!:ieleetora
(2) The judge of the county court or any junior judge
rOt Metro·
polltan
designated
by the judge except the senior junior judge, the
Toronto
chairman of the council of The ?vlunicipality of Metropolitan
Toronto or a member of the Metropolitan Council designated
by the chairman, the sheriff or a deputy sheriff designated by
the sheriff, and the treasurer of The Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto or the deputy treasurer of The Municipality
of Metropolitan Toronto if designated by the treasurer, shall
attend when the selection is being made for The Municipality
of Metropolitan Toronto.
ro:ey~orr:
(3) The senior of the junior judges of the county court or
county othOt any other junior judge designated by that judge, the warden
than Metro·
.
/t0lltan
or a member of the county council deSIgnated by the warden,
oronto
the sheriff or a deputy sheriff designated by the sheriff, and
the treasurer of the county or the deputy treasurer of the
county if designated by the treasurer, shall attend when the

selectors
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selection is being made from the local municipalities other
than The Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto.
(4) The senior judge or the junior judge designated by him, fh~a1~T~ro~
as the case may be, is the chairman of the section of county tlrt~et.-o
selectors for The Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto, and ~oront(l
j( neither of such judges is present, the members "Of that section
may appoint from among themselves a chairman pro tempore.
(5) The senior of the junior judges or the junior judge ~~f~.:n or
designated by him, as the case may be, is the chairman of the ~1h;;:,~ri~
section of county selectors for the county other than The MytroMunicipality of Metropolitan Toronto, and if neither of such lf~r~~'io
judges is present, the members of that section may appoint
from among themselves a chairman pro tempore.
(6) In case of an equality of votes, the chairman of the CQStlng
vote
meeting has a double or casting vote. 1955, c. 37, s. 3.
9. Where the county treasurer is a practising barrister or ~~~ry
solicitor, he is disqualified from acting as a county selector, ~'~~~~Iolerk
and the clerk of the county councilor, if he is a practising cO,urt a Y
·
.
barrlster
or so I·lCltor,
t he c Ier k 0 f t he county court .IS a county &e ector
selector in the stead of the county treasurer. R.S.O. 1950,
c.191,s.7.

10. The clerk of the peace shall attend all meetings o( the ~~:r~ i!
county selectors, and shall enter their proceedings and resolu- ~~r::. f
tions in a book kept for that purposc, but he shall have no &eleeto~ 0
voice in the selection of jurors, and shall not advise or express
an. opinion whether any name ought to be placed upon or
omitted from the list of jurors. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 8.
Annual
. 11. The county selectors shall assemble annually at the meetlng
or
office of the clerk of the peace or at the court house on the &eleeton
15th day of September. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 9.

12. The county selectors shall at such meeting by resolu- ~ue~e~I~~n&"
tion first determine and declare the number of grand and {~rors for
petit jurors respectively that will be required as jury panels e yellr
(or service at the courts during the ensuing year, and shall
fix the total number of grand 2nd pelil jurors for the Supreme
Court and for the inferior courts which the local municipalities
shall return at three times the number declared by the resolution to be required. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,s. to.
13.-(1) The county selectors shall then by resolution de- ~ue~e~n;.I~~ng
termine the number of grand and petit jurors for the Supreme ~~~~11J from
Court and for the inferior courts to be returned (or each local munllllpll.]lty
llIunicipality, and the number of persons on the voters' list
of each municipality, marked as qualified to serve all juries,
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shall form an approximate basis for determining the number
of jurors to be returned by each local municipality, and the
clerk of the peace shall produce for the usc of the county selec·
tors the voters' lists delivered to him by the clerks of the local
municipalities under The Voters' Lists Act, or certified copies
of such lists. R.S.O.1950,c.191,s.11.

(2) For the purposes of subsection I, the voters' list for
The Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto is the voters'
list of each of the area municipalities in The Municipality of
Metropolitan Toronto. 1955, c. 37. 5, 4.
14.-(1) The county selectors shall also at such meeting
by resolution determine the number of petit jurors to be
drafted and returned to any sittings of the Supreme Court,
the court of general sessions of the peace, and the county
court for the current or ensuing year.
(2) The clerk of the peace shall forthwith transmit to the
office of the Registrar of the Supreme Court and to the clerk
of the county court a certified copy of such resolution, and
such copies shall be filed in such offices. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,
s. 12.

15. The county selectors may by resolution amend any
resolution passed under sections 11 to 14 and either increase
or decrease the number of jurors to be selected and returned
by the local municipalities, the number to be selected by the
county selectors, or the number of petit jurors to be drafted
and returned to any sittings of the Supreme Court, the court
of general sessions of the peace, or the county court, and in
such ca~ due notice thereof shall be given by the derk of
the peace to the persons entitled to notice of the original res·
olution. R.S.O.1950,c.191,s.13.

~~:~ ~~ the

16. The clerk of the peace shall, within five days arter the
of the county selectors, notify in writing the clerk of
munlcleach local municipality of the number of grand and petit
paJlt!l!II.
·I
· d to b e return cdr rom t he mUni.
Jurors respcctlvc
y reqUIre
cipality. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 14.
~?i~la?lerke meeting

SELECTION AND DISTRIBUTiON OF JURORS FRO).I lHE
ASSESSMENT ROLL
Local
fillllletOrll

17.-(1) Subject to subsection 2, the head of the council,
the clerk, the assessment commissioner and the assessors of
every local lll11nicipa.lity, any two of whom are a quorum, are
e.r: officio the local selectors of jurors {or the municipality.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 191, s. 15; 1955, c. 37, s. 5 (I).

Sec. 18 (5)
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(2) The local selectors for The Municipality of Metropol- ~~~:Ortl
itan Toronto consist of the chairman of the Metropolitan r°C:;tt:~ro
Councilor a member thereof designated by him, the clerk and 'fofonto
deputy clerk of the Metropolitan Corporation, the assessment
commissioner and deputy assessment commissioner or commissioners of the Metropolitan Corporation and such assessors
thereof as are designated by the assessment commissioner, and
any two of the local selectors constitute a quorum. 1955,
c. 37", 5 (2).
18.-(1) The local selectors shall meet annually on the ~hheo~ ~~:
10th day of October at the place where the meetings of the ~ltC:lon
municipal council are usually held or at such other place in made
the municipality as is appointed by the head of the council,
or during his absence, or a vacancy in the office, by the clerk,
for the purpose of selecting from the assessment roll the names
of the persons Qualified and liable to serve as jurors.
(2) The loc..1.1 selectors shall proceed from day to day until ~~~c~f~~
the selection is completed, and shall select such persons as in :l~toffl Rnl
their opinion, Or in the opinion of a majority of them, are, governed
from the integrity of their characters, thc soundness of their
judgment and the extent of their information, the most discreet and competent for the performance of the duties of
jurors.
' .
(3) Th e c1er k ,or t h e assessmcnt commISSioner,
or assessors, ABall88lllent
rolls to be
or such other officer or person who has the actual charge or produc!d
custody of the assessment roll for the year and the proper
voters' list shall bring thcm to such meeting.

(4) The local selectors, belore entering upon the perform- ~j~tZ:'
ance of their duties, shall sevcrally make and subscribe the
following oath:
I, ... , .. , do s"'ear (or affirm, as the case may be) that I will
truly, faithfully and impartially, without fear, favour or affection, and to the best of my knowledge and ability, perform the
duty of a local selector of jurors, and will select from the proper
lists the requisite number of the most fit and proper perllOns to
serve as jurors for the year 1{1. ,.
Sworn, etc.
(Signed) ....

R.S.O, 1950, c. 191, s. 16, amended.
(5) For the purposes of this section, the assessmcnt roll ~'IV:':'cir'ent
of The Municipality of Metropolitan Toronto is tllc assess- ~flt{o.0~
ment roll of each of the area municipalities in The Municipality 'Foronto
of Metropolitan Toronto. 1955,c. 37, s. 6.
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19.-(1) The local sclectorsshall,
(a) from the certified voters' Jist prepared for the muni·
cipaJity in the year; or
(b)

if the list has not been certified, then from the voters'
list published. by the clerk of the municipality in the
year; or

(e)

if the list has not been published, then from the
assessment roll of the municipality returned in the
year; or

(d) if the assessment roll has not been returned, ~ then
from the last revised assessment'roll of the muni·
cipality,

write down twice as many of the names of the persons appearing by the assessment roll to be possessed of the requisite
property qualification and otherwise qualified to serve' as
jurors, as have been required by the county selectors to be
selccted and returned from the municipality; and the proper
assessment roll shall in all cases be referred to by the local
selectors for the purpose of determining who are exempt or
disqualified from acting as jurors, and for such other purposes
as are necessary in the discharge of their duty, 1952, c. 46,
s. 1.
Selectlon to
be mnde In

alphabetlcal

order

Procedure
when
number

quallned

under one
leUer not

uhaueted

~~~7n~~~
Qrduly

qualified

pel'l3ona not
6umclent

(2) The local selectors shall from yeo")r to year in making
the selection proceed in alphabetical order, and shall write
down consecutively in like order the names of all those persons qualified to serve as jurors and not exempt by law, until
twice the total number required to be returned from the
municipality is obtained, and at each subsequent annual
meeting the local selectors shall begin at the letter next to
that at which they left off in the next preceding year, and so
on until they have gone through all the remaining letters of
the alphabet, when they shall begin again with the letter A.
(3) Where the local selectors obtain the names of a sufficient
number of qualified persons after they have entered upon,
but before they have exhausted the entire number of those
qualified under anyone letter, they shall at the next annual
selection commence at the beginning of such letter, but shall
not select from the names of any persons that were written
down and selected from and returned in the next preceding
year.

(4) Where, after discarding the names of those exempt or
incapacitated, the number of qualified persons required by
the local selectors to be sclected from the municipality cannot
be obtained, the local selectors shall place on the list the
names only of such persons in the municipality as are qual-

Sec. 22 (2)
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ili.ed, and the number of jurors required shall be selected from
such list, and the clerk shall notify the county selectors of the
facts, and they shall at their next and subsequent selections
have regard thereto.
(5) The local selectors shall select at least two-thirds of ~~oS:~~t
the persons whose names they have so written down, being ~'1~:~8
those who in their opinion are the best Qualified to serve as on !lut

jurors, and shall place a number opposite each name so sela;'ted~

(6) The inability of the local selectors, after discarding~~p'a&~~
the names of those exempt or incapacitated, to find twice the
number of persons having the proper Qualification that have
been required by the county selectors to be selected and returned, or to lind the number required by the county selectors
to be selected and returned does not invalidate or render
irregular the selection by them of the jury list or panel, or
render it liable to challenge. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 17 (2-6).

(7) Subsection 2 of section 13 and subsection 5 of section :l'~I~~g)~
18 apply mutatis mutandis to this section. 1955, c. 37, s. 7.18 (6)
20. It is not necessary for the local selectors to refer to ~1~rol'8
any name on the assessment roll that has not the letter J :a~~~~r
opposite it in the voters' list, unless they suspect that namcs roll
are not properly marked. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 18.

21. In case of an equality of votes as to any question, the ~~;lnll
head of the council, or, in the case of his absence or a vacancy
in the office, the clerk, has a double or casting vote. R.S.O.
1950,c.191,s.19.
22.-(1) The local selectors shall prepare as many ballot ~~r:e~~ed
papers of uniform and convenient size as there arc names by ball~t
selected, and the ballot papers shall be numbered to correspond
with the numbers opposite to the names of the two-thirds
selected; and they shall then proceed to select by ballot the
number of jurors required by the county selectors.
Manne~ or
(2) The manner of balloting is as follows:
ballotJr.ll'
1. The local selectors shall place the ballot papers, correctly numbered, in a box: or urn, and shall causc it
to be shaken so as sufficiently to mix: the ballot papers, and shall thcn openly draw from the box: or urn
indiscriminately onc of the ballot papers, and declare
openly the number on such ballot paper, whereupon
the clerk, or one of thc local selectors, shall immediately declare aloud the name of the person opposite
whose name the corresponding number is placed on
the list.
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2. The name and addition of the person who has been
so selected shall then be written down, and the local
selectors shall proceed in like manner until the necessary number has been completed. R.S.O. 1950,
C. 191,5. 20.
LIlI\ \0 be

d18trlbuted

Into rour

dIvIsIons

Idem

23.-(1) When the local selectors have completed the
selection, they shall, for the purpose of the report thereof,
distribute the names of the persons so selected into four divisions, the first consisting of persons to serve as grand jurors
in the Supreme Court, the second of persons to serve as grand
jurors in the inferior courts, the third of persons to serve as
petit jurors in the Supreme Court, and the fourth of persons
to serve as petit jurors in the inferior courts, and shall make
such distribution according to the best of their judgment
with a view to the relative competency of the persons to dis-charge the duties required of them respectively.
(2) The distribution among the four divisions shall be made
so that each division will contain the number of names required by the county selectors to be returned for such division.
RS.O.1950,c.191,s.21.

Selecton to
make out a

duplloate
..port,

_'0.

24.-(1) The local selectors shall make out in duplicate
under their hands and seals, or under the hands and seals of
such of them as perform the duty, a report (Schedule A) of
their selection, ballot and distribution in which they shall set
forth in alphabetical order the names of the persons selected.

PoegJ"aratlon

(2) There shall be att.'lchcd to each duplicate a declaration,
by them, stating, each for himself, that he has
' baII at an d d'IstrL'b'
made t e selection.
ubon to t he best 0 f his
judgment and information pursuant to this Act, and without
fear, favour or affection, gain, reward or hope therC<i(, other
than such fees as he is lawfully entitled to receive under this
Act.

:;:~~~~f~ed

(3) One of such duplicates shall, on or before the 25th day
of October, be deposited by the local selectors with the clerk
of the peace and the other with the clerk of the municipality,
and they shall be kept on file for the use and information of all
who have lawful occasion to examine or make use of them.

',o",'hched
,subscribed
e rellor
h

~ndnr"ePt

n

:~ca:oc~~
or
the dupllcate report

to be

filed

(4) In case of the loss or destruction of a duplicate report,
the officer in whose office it was when lost or destroyed shall,
as soon as reasonably may be, procure from the officer to
whom the legal custody of the other duplicate report belongs,
a certified copy thereof, and shall file it in his office, and it
shall thenceforth be taken, received and acted upon in all
respects as if il were the duplicate report lost or destroyed.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 191,s. 22.
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25. The clerk shall enter in a book to be kept for that f(ee:f~yto be
purpose the dates of the meetings of the local selectors, the ~~:Ic~t llt
persons present thcrca.t and taking- part therein, and the
/>& Y
letters of the alphabet from which the selections are from
year to YC<1.r made, and, when the names in any letter have
not been exhausted in any year, the clerk shall enter in the
book the names and additions of all persons whose names
begin with the last-mentioned letter that were written down
and selected from and returned during the then current year.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 23.
PREPARATION OF JURORS'

BOOKS

26. The clerk of the peace shall in each year procure a ~~~~~ r~
book called the jurors' book, and shall keep it as nearly as ru~g~~
may be in the form of Schedule B, and according to the direc- "books
tions contained in the notes to the Schedule. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 191,s. 24.

the

27. From the reports of the local selectors made to the ~fjJ~~
clerk of the peace for such year, or from such of them as have hook
been made on or before the 25th day of October, the clerk of
the peace shall, between the 25th day of October and the 10th
day of November in such year, transcribe into the jurors'
book, in alphabetical order, the names and additions of all
persons selected to serve as grand and petit jurors, as they are
set {orth and distributed in such reports. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,
s.25.
28. The names shall be transcribed into the book in (our ~~~'t)
rolls, the first to be called "Roll of Grand Jurors to serve in ~fi~a~F four
the Supreme Court", the second, "Roll of Grand Jurors tojuro!'e
serve in the In{erior Courts o{ Criminal Jurisdiction", the
third, "Roll of Petit Jurors to serve in the Supreme Court",
and the fourth, "Roll of Petit Jurors to serve in the Inferior
Courts of Criminal and Civil Jurisdiction". R.S.O. 1950,
c. 191, s. 26.
20. The names and additions of all persons selected, b3llot- ~d~'ft~~~1
ted and reported to serve as jurors shall be transcribed in each Juror&
of the rolls. R.S.O. 1950,c. 191,s. 27.
DIVISION OF JURORS' ROI.LS

30. Each jurors' roll sh31l be divided into local municip31- R~~o~lf:
ities, and the names in each municip.."1lity shall be arranged :ri~'igl.nQ; to
alphabetically, and alllhe names in each roll sh311 be numbered palltl08
consecutively. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 28.
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31. A certificate of the clerk of the peace shall be attached
to each roll certifying that he has carefully compared it with
the reports made by the local selectors of jurors for the year,
as such reports were on file in his office on the 25th day of
October in such year, and that it contains a true and correct
transcript of the names and additions of all persons so reported to serve as jurors. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 29.
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32.-(1) As soon as he has completed the jurors' book,
but not later than the 12th day of November in each year,
unless the judge of the county court, for such reasons as he
deems sufficient, extends the time for preparing the jurors'
book, the clerk of the peace shall appear before the judge in
his chambers and deliver to the judge the jurors' book·so pre·
pared· by him together with the jurors' books for so many of
the preceding years as are required for proceeding with the
preparation of the jurors' lists as hereinafter directed, and
shall thereupon make oath before the judge,
(a) that he has carefully compared the jurors' rolls in

the first-mentioned jurors' book with the reports
made by the local selectors, as they were on file in
his office on the 25th day of October next preceding,
and that to the best of his knowledge and belief such
jurors' rolls contain a true and correct transcript of
the names and additions of all persons reported by
the local selectors i and
(b) that the jurors' books secondly above-mentioned are
those on file in his office for the years to which they
purport respectively to relate, and that all entries
therein were truly and faithfully made, without fraud
or collusion of any kind, and according to tlte very
truth.
~b:~l'i:":a (2) If the clerk of
gM(:~~J~i' all the time that the
prec:edlnlil"

years

Modltleatlon
of oatb

the peace has not been in office during
jurors' books have been .on file, he shall
make oath that aJl entries made during the time that he has
been in office have been truly and faithfully made without
fraud or collusion of any kind, and according to the very
truth, and that he verily believes that all other entries prior
to his appointment were truly and faithfully made. R.S.O.
1950, c. 191, s. 30.

33. On the first occasion of bring;ng the l"urors' book
before the judge, there being no jurors' book for any preceding
year, the oath to be made by the clerk of the peace shall be
modified accordingly. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 31.
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34. If the clerk of the peace is unable to make the oath ~n~~ ~:~
required by subsection 2 of section 32 as to the entries made aU8Pfcte
,In any 0 r sueh'Jurors'b00k
' to t h
'
preVOU8
5 prior
e time
0 r sue h b00 k errors
or
,
,
h'
od
h
h
fraud, be Is
commg mto IS cust y, or as reason to suspect t at any to stale the
original entry in such book has, after its original completion, Barno
been erased, mutilated or altered, he shall in lieu of that part
of the oath make oath that, as to such entry, he is unable to
speak, but that from circumstances that have come to his
knowledge, or of which he has been informed, he has rcason
to doubt the correctness thereof, or has reason to suspect that
an original entry has been erased, mutilated or altered.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 191,5.32.
35.-(1) \'\There the clerk of the peace has made an affidavit :g~~:.cn;.:
in the terms of section 34, the judge shall examine and inquire fraud
by the oath of such persons as are informed thereof, into
the supposed incorrect cntries, erasures, mutilations or altcrations, their nature and extent, and by whom, when and for
what purpose they were made and shall report the same to
the Attorney General, and snall cause the incorrect entries,
erasures, mutilations or alterations to be rectified, and the
books restored to their original state as nearly as may be
according to the best information he has been able to obtain
of or concerning the same.
(2) For the purposes of subsection 1, the judge possesses fuOd':::l'3 of
all the powers that may be conferred upon a commissioner R.S.O. 1960.
under The Public Inquiries Act. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 33.
c.323
30. The judge shall thereupon certify under his hand and ~~~~1Ing
seal in each of such books, the receipt thereof and the oath book8
upon which the same has been received, and such books shall
be deposited with the clerk of the peace and are the jurors'
rolls from which the selection of jurors shall be made as hereinafterprovided. 'R.S.O. 1950,c. 191,s. 34.
37.-(1) The county selectors shall meet at the court~~\~ll"or
or in the judge's chambers on a day to be fixed by the :~l~~~lon
chalTlnan, not earlier than the 12th day of November and or 1181£
not later than the 15th day of December in each yC<"1r, at 10
o'clock in the forenoon, to procced. with the selection of jurors
from the jurors' rolls prepared under section 28, and shall
proceed as far as practica.ble from day to day until the selection is completed.
hou~

(2) The county selectors shall so arrange and proceed that :l:,~.n to
the selection of jurors by them and the preparation of the C~~~~and
jury lists shall be completed and the lists duly certified and of year
filed in the office of the clerk of the peace before the 31st day
of December in the same YC<1.r.
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(3) Before entering upon the performance of their duties,
the county selectors shall severally take and subscribe the
following oath:

sel~to~

JURORS

Sec. 37 (3)

I, .... , do ,wenr (or affirm tl$ the rose may be) that I ",ill tnIly,
faithfully and imp'Htially, without fear, favour or affection, and
to the best of my knowledge and ability, perform the duty of a
county selector, and will select from the proper rolls the requisite
number of the most fit and proper persons to serve as jurore
for the year HI.
Sworn, etc.
(Signed)
.
Idem

(4) An entry of such oaths shall forthwith be made in the
minute book of the county selectors. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,
s. 35, amended.

Selection or

38.-(1) The county selectors shall then proceed to select
from the jurors' rolls the names of the requisite number of
persons to serve as jurors for such year, being those persons
who, in the opinion of the selectors or of a majority of them,
are, from the integrity of their character, the soundness of
their judgment, and the extent of their information the most
discreet and competent for the performance of the duties of
jurors, and in making the selection the county selectors may,
if they think fit, select a proportion of the names for each jury
list from each local municipality.

Clerk or

(2) The county selectors shall first sclecl the grand jury
list for the Supreme Court, and when they have decided upon
the selection of any person, his name and addition shall be
forthwith inserted by the clerk of the peace in the minute book.

from
urore' rolle
JuroTll

peace to
enter names
of Jurol'8
88100t&ll

Nam8$

eelected to

be lllllortod

In 118t

Olerk or the

(3) The names of the persons so selected, alphabetically
arranged, with their places of residence and additions, shall
then be copied by the clerk of the pe."l.ce into the jurors' book
with the title "The Grand Jury List for the Supreme Court",
and shall be numbered consecutiv!lly, and also with the num·
ber of each name on the roll of grand jurors for the Supreme
Court.

peace to

(4) The clerk of the peace shall thereupon mark each of
such names on the last·mentioned r01l as transferred to the
jury list by a refcrence to the number belonging to it on that
list.

LlIlt eo made
to be the
Il'rand Jury

(5) The list of namcs so selected and transferred is the grand
jury list for the Suprcme Court for the year next after that in
which it has been so prepared. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 36.

~8r;'Fodr {~7

30. After the grand jury list for the Supremc Court has
been completed, the required number of names of persons to
serve as grand jurors in the inferior courts shall, in like man·
ncr, be selected and transferred to a similar list in the same

ontor namflll
In the book

tor
S.C.O.
lle~

{~l'l~: ~~~8
In llke

mallner
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book, with the title "The Grand Jury List for the Inferior
Courts" for such next year, and the last-mentioned list is the
grand jury list for the inferior courts for the year next after
that in which it has been so prepared. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,
s.37.
40. The required number of names shall in like manner f:,~nJ°~6tlt
be selected and transferred from the roll of jurors to serve ~~~'ri~d
as petit jurors in the Supreme Court to the petit jury list for court,
lnrertor
the Supreme Court for such year, and lastly from the roll of
jurors to serve as petit jurors in the inferior courts to the petit
jury list for the inferior courts for such year. R.S.O. 1950,
c.191,s.38.

41. The number to be selected from the jurors' rolls for ~u:I~~
a jury list shall be the number of grand jurors that the county f~~ Jury
selectors have determined to be requisite for the year, and of
petit jurors for the Supreme Court and inferior courts respectively the number theretofore determined by the county
selectors to be requisite as the panels for the year, with onefourth the number thereof added thereto. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 191, s. 39.
42. The county selectors may prepare any of the jury lists ~!~c~1I.
before the p:evio~s lists, or any of them, have been trans- ~~re~erore
ferred to thcJurors book. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 40.
~~~~n,,'
43. As soon as the four jury lists have been so prepared, ;;,~~ ~bnaJr
the chairman and the clerk of the peace shall certify under clerk °trthe
their hands in the jurors' book, immediately after each of such g:~Wy ~
jury lists, that it was prepared from the proper roll, as the law booo
directs, and the date of its preparation, and the jurors' book,
with the jury lists so certified, shall then be filed in the office
of the clerk of the peace. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 41.
DISTRICT SELECTIONS

44.-(1) In a provisional judicial district where there are ~~~g:a
two judges of the district court, the judgcs and the sheriff,
and where there is but one judge, the judge, the clerk of the
district court and the sheriff, any two of whom are a quorum,
are the district selectors of jurors.
(2) Except as herein otherwise provided, the district sclec- ~gwbe~~nd
tors of jurors shall perform the like duties and possess the like ~~J~e:"/r
powers as county selectors of jurors, and the sheriff and clerk seleeton
of the peace of the district shall respectively perform the like
duties and possess the like powers with respect to the selection,
em panelling and summoning of jurors and otherwise as the
sheriff and the clerk of the pe.'lce of a county.

Sec. 44 (3)
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(3) The provisions of this Act with regard to the selef;tion
and distribution of jurors by the local selectors of jurors apply
to every local municipality in a provisional judicial district.

Number or
ITBnd and
petit Juro",

....

(4) After the district selc<::tors at the meeting to be held
as provided in section 11 have determined and declared' the
number of grand and petit jurors respectively that will be
required as jury panels for service at the courts during the
ensuing year, they shall by resolution fix the total number
of grand and petit jurors for the Supreme Court, and for the
inferior courts, that shall be returned by the local municipal.·
ities, and the total number that shall be selected by the district:
selectors from territory without municipal organizatio·n.'
R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 42 (1-4).

$election
by dlatrlct
oole<:to",

(5) The district selectors shall then proceed to select, from
among the persons twenty-one or more years of age resident
in territory without municipal organization, a list of persons to
serve as grand and petit jurors respectively with those to be
selected from the local municipalities. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,
s. 42 (5); 1951, c. 41, s. 4.

NonelllflbllIty

(6) No person shall be selected to serve as a juror from
territory without municipal organization who is exempted or
disqualified under this Act.

:~~ft~';;rtlon

(7) No property qualification is required in the case of a.
person selected from territory without municipal organization.

Ue or
vote",' llat,
eto.

(8) In making up any list of jurors from territory without
municipal organization, the district selectors may have recourse to the last voters' list prepared and certified for such'
territory and to any assessment or collector's roll prepared
for school purposes, and may proceed upon any information
furnished by such list or roll or possessed or acquired by them
in any other ffi.1.nner, but the persons selected shall be such as
from the integrity of their character, the soundness of their'
judgment and the extent of their information are, in the opinion of the district selectors, the most discreet and competent
for the performance of the duties of jurors. R.s.O. 19~O,
c. 191, s. 42 (6-3).

aelecto",

,
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4lS.-(I) The judges of the Supreme Court, or one or more
of them, for the holding of any sittings of the Supreme Court,
and the judge of the county court, for the holding of any
sittings of the county court or of the court of general sessions
of the peace, may respectively issue precepts (Form 1, Schedule
D) to the sheriff for the return of a proper number of grand
jurors for such sittings, and of such number of petit jurors as
county selectors have detennined as the number to be drafted

Sec. 47 (1)
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and returned or such greater or lesser number as in their or his
opinion is required. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 43 (1).
(2) The precepts for the return of grand jurors shall com- ~:::'d'j~r~tl"8
mand the return, and the panel shall consist of thirteen grand
jurors. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 43 (2).
(3) Where, after the issue of a precept for the return of ~~~cgpa_
grand jurors, the clerk of the peace informs a judge authorized ~~~~Plur~
under subsection 1 to issue the precept that there are no
criminal prosecutions at the sittings for which the precept was
issued, the judge may,
(a) cancel the precept; or
(b) if summonses have been served on the persons
drafted to serve on the grand jury, direct the sheriff
to notify each person so summoned, in the manner
prescribed by subsection 5 of section 66. 1955,
c. 37, s. 8 (2).

(4) Where a grand jury has been discharged, a judge pre- ~~r~s~~~l~,
siding at the sittings of the court for which such grand jury erand Jury
was summoned may, during the continuance of the sittings,
upon the request of the Crown attorney or counsel appearing
for the Attorney General, direct the sheriff to resummon the
members of such grand jury to re-attend at the sittings at such
time as he determines, and, where all of the grand jurors do
not appear, section 69 applies. R.$.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 43 (3).
46.-(1) The judge presiding at a jury sittings of the ~rapeetlo~
Supreme Court and at a sittings of the court of general sessions 11I6tltutlo~~
of the peace shall instruct the grand jury that it may inspect
all or any of the institutions in the county or district that are
maintained in whole or in part by public moneys, and every
grand jury that makes such an inspection shall prepare a
report or presentment indicating the conditions found to be
existing in each of the institutions inspected, but where such
an inspection has been conducted within six months prior to
the date of the commencement of such sittings, no inspection
shall be made without the specific consent of the judge.
(2) The time that may be devoted by a grand jury to the ~;;':-~1~t~r
inspection of institutions is subject to the control and direction rg:;:C~ion
of the presiding judge. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 44.

47.-(1) The Crown attorney may direct the sheriff to ~':~r~to
summon the petit jury for any of the sittings of the Supreme 1~~g;0nll tQ
Court, county court, or court of general sessions o( the peace
on any day after the day upon which the court is scheduled to
open at such hour as he determines where ill the circumstances
he deems it advisable to do so, and such direction shall be
given in writing at least six days be(ore the day upon which
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R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 4S (1).

(2) Where the sheriff has received such a direction from the

Crown attorney and the jurors have already been summoned,
he shall forthwith by registered letter (Form 2, Schedule D)
notify each person summoned to serve as a juror to attend the
court on the day and at the hour mentioned in the direction
and that his attendance is not required on the day named in
the summons, and in case any person, after receiving the
notice, attends the court on a day prior to that mentioned in
the notice he is not entitled to receive any fees or mileage
for such attendance. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 45 (2); 1951, c. 41,
s.10.

Where Juror
attends
owing to
non-receipt
of notlCtl

(3) Where, after the giving of such notice, a juror attends
the sittings of the court on the opening day and the sheriff is
satisfied that the notice was not received prior to such attend·
ance and that the juror attended in good faith, believing such
attendance to be lleceS&'l.ry, the sheriff shall allow the juror
his fees and mileage allowance. KS.a. 1950, c. 191, s. 4S
(3); 1951, c. 41, s. 10.
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t lC slttmgs or lit;: presl Illg JU ge may, at
any time before or during the sittings of such court, by order
under his hand and seal, direct the sheriff to return an addi·
tional number of petit jurors.
Addltionlll
(2) The judge of the county court, after the issue of the
petlt l'roro
ror In erlor precept, at any time prior to or during the sittings of the
CQurts
county court or court of general sessions of the peace, by order
under his hand and seal, may direct the sheriff to return an
additional number of petit jurors.
Dutr or
(3) The sheriff, upon the receipt of any such order. shall
&heClfl' ILS to
draftlng
llddltlonlll forthwith draft such additional number of jurors in the manner
number or provided by this Act, and shall add their names to the panel,
Jural'll
and shall forthwith therearter summon them. KS.O. 1950,
c. 191, s. 46.
RelCaIlll or
by judge

Jural'll

40.-(1) Any number of jurors summoned for a jury sittings of the Supreme Court or of the county court may, until
re-summoned by direction of a judge, be released from service
or further service. as the casc may be.
(a) at allY time before the sittings by a judge authorized
to issue a precept for the sittillgs of the court; or
(b) at any time during the sittings by the judge presiding
at the si ttings. 1955, c. 37, s. 9 (1), part.

Sec. 50
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(2) Where a number of jurors arc to be released from service ~11W:~~
before the sittings under this section, the judge shaH so advise ~l~ed
the sheriff who, in the presence of the clerk of the peace and ~~irll
a justice of the peace, shall place all the cards upon which the 8 1li:9
names of the jurors arc written ill the box provided for that
purpose and shall cause it to be thoroughly shaken and shall
then withdraw from the box, onc at a time, the number of
cards equivalent to the number of jurors who are to be released, and the sheriff shall notify in writing the persons whose
names appear on the cards that they are released. 1955,
c. 37, s. 9 (1) part; 1936, c. 34, s. 1 (1).
(3) For each selection of jurors to be released from service n~~~rcra
before the sittings under this section, the justice of the peace l~Bil~~
in attendance shall, upon receipt of the sheriff's certificate of
such attendance, receive the sum of $5 from the treasurer of
the county where the sittings take place. 1956, c. 34, s. 1 (2).
(4) Where a number of jurors are to be released from further ~~l~~isn
service during the sittings under this section, the judge shall, :~Ie:'ed
in the presence of the jury panel and in open court, so advise
. d.ur,'''''
B,tt njtB
the clerk of the court, who shall place all the cards upon wluch
the names of the jurors are written in the box provided for
that purpose and shall cause it to be thoroughly shaken and
shall then withdraw from the box, one at a time, the number
of cards equivalent to the number of jurors who are to be
released, and the jurors whose names appear on the cards
shall thereupon be released by the judge. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,
s. 47 (2); 1955, c. 37, s. 9 (2).

(5) Where jurors have been released under this section, the;;,r~~ha:r~'
trial of any person charged with an indictable offence shall ~ijfctable
not be commenced at the sittings of the court unless such offence
jurors have been summoned to re-attend at such sittings on
or before the date upon which any such trial is commenced,
or unless a new panel of jurors has been summoned to attend
such sittings returnable on or before such date.
(6) Where jurors are released under this section, they are ~'eeB
not entitled to receive the fees provided by this Act during
the period of release. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 47 (3, 4).

50. The proper officer in the office of the Registrar of the ~eeJ't~;O
Supreme Court at Osgoode Hall, Toronto, shall procure the &herllfB
precepts for the return of panels of grand and petit jurors
required for the sittings of the Supreme Court, and transmit
them to the sheriffs as soon as conveniently may be after the
day has been appointed for the sittings for which the jurors
are required. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 48.
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51. Where the same day is appointed for holding the court
of general sessions of the peace and the sittings of the courity'
court, the sheriff may return the same panel to the precepts
for the panels 01 petit jurors. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 49.
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52.-(1) Where a judge of the Supreme Court deems it
necessary to have two or more sets of petit jurors to serve at
any sittings of the Supreme Court, he may direct the sheriff to
return such number of petit jurors as he thinks fit, not ex·
ceeding,
(a) inthecountyofYork,625;
(b)

in the county of Wentworth, 270; and

(c) in any other county, 180,

and the judge shall fix and direct the number of sets and the
day for which each set shall be summoned. R$.O. 1950,
c. 191, s. 50 (1); 1951, c. 41, s. 5.
~fv~2:Jtorora
Into ~t8

(2) The sheriff shall divide such jurors into as many sets
as are directed, and shall in the summons to every juror
specify at what time his attendance will be required.

Each set a
separate
panel

(3) Each set shall for all purposes be deemed a separate
panel. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 50 (2, 3).

Tho

53. Subject to this Act, the Supreme Court and the judges
thereof have the same power and authority as heretofore in
issuing any precept, or in making any award or order, orally
or otherwise, lor the return of a jury for the trial of any issue
before the court, or for amending or enlarging the panel of
jurors returned for the trial of any such issue, and the return
to any precept, award or order shall be made in the manner
heretofore used and accustomed, and the jurors shall, as
heretofore, be returned from the body of the county, and shall
be qualified according to this Act. RS.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 51.
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54. The provisions of this Act respecting the issue of pre·
cepts for the return of a panel of grand jurors for the sittings
of the Supreme Court, as well as for the execution and return
of the precepts, with all things touching the same, shall in all
particulars be observed and followed with respect to the sittings of the court of general sessions of the peace. R.S.O.
1950, c. 191, s. 52.

And county
courls

55. The provisions of this Act respecting the issue of precepts for the return of a general panel of petit jurors for the
sittings of the Supreme Court, as well as (or the execution
and return of the precepts, with all things touching the same,
shall be observed and followed in all particulars with respect

Sec. 61
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to the sittings of the several county courts.
c. 191, s. 53; 1953, c. 51, s. 2.
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R.S.O. 1950,

DRAFTING PANELS FROM JURY LISTS

56. Every sheriff to whom a precept for the return of ~0d,.:~etltrlJ
jurors is directed shall, to such precept, return a panel of the f~::'~ or
names of the jurors contained in the proper jury list, whose
names shall be drafted from such Jist in the manner hereinafter
mentioned. RS.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 54.
57. Where there is no jurors' book for the year or certified {,~g~ J~:OTfl'
copy thereof in existence. the sheriff may return a panel of tho yoar
jurors drafted from the proper jury list in the jurors' book of
the nearest preceding year for which there is a jurors' book
or certified copy thereof in existence. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,

s.55.
58. Where there are no jurors, or not a sufficient number ~~~~'o~t
upon the jury list, the sheriff may return to the precept a panel rholto~ on
of jurors drafted, or the residue of whom have been drafted
from the proper jury list in the jurors' book of the nearest
preceding year for which there is a jurors' book or certified
copy thereof in existence. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 56.
59.-(1) Upon receipt of the precept, the sheriff shall post ~~eert~o~?1lO
up in his office, and also on the door of the court house of the a~~o~rart
county, or if there is no court house, then in some other public P
place, written notice of the day and hour at which he will
attend at the office of the clerk of the peace to draft the (J<'1ncl
of jurors, and at that time and place he shall draft the (J<'1nel
by ballot from the jury list in the presence of the clerk of the
peace and a justice of peace required to attend upon reasonable
notice from the sheriff.
(2) For each panel drafted, the justice of the peace in fr2~~torll.
attendance shall, upon receipt of the sheriff's certificate of {~t1~a~
such attendance, receive the sum of $5 from the treasurer of
the county for which the panels were drafted. 1956, c. 34, s. 2.
60. If the sheriff has sufficient time, he shall post up such ~~~~ ff bo
notice at least eight days before the drafting of the panel, tlmo admltll
and. if there is not sufficient time, he shall post up the notice
forthwith upon receipt of the precept. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,
s.58.
61. If the drafting or completing of the panel at the time ~~rrartlnJ'
appointed is prevented by unavoidable accident, it may be completed
subsequently done or completed upon similar notices being
first given. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 59.
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02.-(1) Before proceeding to draft a panel of jurors from
a jury list, the sheriff shall prcp..1.rc a proper title or heading
for the panel of jurors to be returned, to which he shall fix an
appropriate number according as such panel by the jurors'
book appears to be the first, second, third or subsequent panel
drafted from such jury list. and the title or heading shall set
forlh in words at length the number of jurors to be returned.

panel

JURORS

Sec. 62 (1)

BallOts ro~
drartlnil:

(2) The sheriff shall then append to such title or heading
a list of numbers from "I" forward to the number required,
and shall prepare a set of ballot papers of uniform and convenient size containing the same number of ballot p..'lpers as there
are numbers on the jury list, allowing one number to each
ballot paper, which number shall be printed or written on it,
and he shall then proceed to draft the panel of jurors. R.S.O.
1950,c.191,s.60.

I-low panel

63. The manner of drafting the panel shall be as follows:

panel

or JU~OI'8 to
bedrarted

1. The sheriff shall place the ballot papers in a box or
urn, and shall cause it to be shaken so as sufficiently
to mix the ballot papers, and he shall then openly
draw from the box or urn indiscriminately one of
the ballot papers, and declare openly the number on
such ballot paper, whereupon the clerk of the peace,
or the justice of the peace in attendance shall immediately declare aloud the name of the person
opposite whose name the corresponding number is
placed on the jury list.

2. If such person is exempt from being drafted or from
serving upon such panel under section 3, or if upon
the face of such jury list it appears that the person
whose number has been so drafted has previously
been drafted to servc on a panel drafted from such
jury list in obedience to a precept for the return of a
general panel for any sittings of the Supreme Court,
the court of general sessions of the peace, or county
court, and that such person has actually attended
and served upon such panel, and a sufficient number
of names to complete the panel then in course of
being drafted, remains on the jury list without taking
any of those who have been so previously drafted.
the sheriff shall publicly announce the fact of such
exemption or previous service, and that the name of
the person so drafted is, for that reason, not inserted
in the panel.
3. If no such cause appears for omitting the name of
such person from the panel, the name and addition
of the person whose name has been so drafted shall be
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thereupon written down, and shaH be marked by the
sheriff on such jury list. with a reference to the number that will belong to such panel in the jurors' book.
4. The sheriff shall then proceed in like manner to draft
and dispose of other numbers from the box or urn,
until the necessary number for tlte panel has been
completed. and such drafting and disposing of the
numbers from the box or urn shall be done so that
the panel when completed will not contain the name
of a husband and his wife.
5. The names of the persons so drafted, arranged alphabetically, with their places of residence and additions
shall then be transcribed by the sheriff upon another
sheet of paper, with a reference to the number of each
name on the jury list, and each name shall be thereupon marked by him or by his deputy upon the jury
list book, with a reference to the number that belongs to such name in the panel in the jurors' book.
6. The panel so alphabetically arranged and numbered,
with a short statement of the precept in obedience to
which it has been drafted, the date and place of such
drafting, and the names of the sheriff, or his deputy,
and of the clerk of the peace and the justice of the
peace, present at such drafting, or of at least two of
them, shall then be entered in the jurors' book, and
attested by the signatures of the sheriff, or his deputy,
and of the clerk of the peaee and the justice of the
peaee, or at least two of them. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,
s. 61; 1951, c. 41, s. 6; 1956, c. 34, s. 3.
64. The sheriff shall, upon his return to the precept, annex c:~~~gbe
thereto a panel containing the names, places of residence, and Pranamltt6d
additions of the persons so drafted, and shall transmit one
copy thereof to the clerk of the peace, and another to the office
of the Registrar of the Supreme Court at Osgoode Hall,
Toronto, or to the local registrar, or to the clerk of the county
court, as the case may be. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 62.

65. The jurors' book and every list containing the names f~':'Yb~~k
of the jury drafted for any panel shall be kept under lock and and panel
key by the sheriff and every officer mentioned in section 64
having a copy thereof, and except in so far as may be necessary
in order to prepare the lists of the panel, and serve the jury
summons, shall not be disclosed by the sheriff, his deputy,
officer, clerk, or by any officer mentioned in section 64, or by
any other person, until ten days before the sittings of the court
for which the pa.ne! has been drafted, and during such period of
ten days, the sheriff, or his deputy, and any officer mentioned
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in section 64 having a copy of the panel shall permit the inspection at all reasonable hours of the jurors' book and of the
panel or copy thereof in his custody by litigants or accused
persons or their solicitors and shall furnish the litigants or
accused persons or their solicitors, upon request and payment
of a fee of $2, with a copy of any such panel. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 191, s. 63 (1).
SUMMONING
Juro~ to be
Bummoned
10 Or Hi

days before

attendance
reqUired

When

Betlone to

be entered

ror trial

Count"r-

man dill&'

Jury
BUmmOnlle&
where no
bUBlnOO6 tor

Jury

~r~~urrl~:~

~f..JJ~n:aral

JURORS

60.-(1) The sheriff shall summon every person drafted to
serve on grand juries or petit juries. by sending to him by
registered mail a notice in writing (Form 3, Schedule D) under
the hand of the sheriff, at least len days. in the case of a county, and at least fifteen days, in thc case of a provisional judicial
district, before the day upon which the person is to attend, but
when the sheriff is directed to draft and summon additional
jurors under this Act, such ten or fifteen days service, as the
case may be, is not necessary. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 64 (1);
1952, c. 46, s. 2.
(2) Subject, in the case of an action in the Supreme Court,
to any order made by a judge of that court, and in the case of
an action in the county court, to any order made by a judge
of the county court, actions to be tried by a jury, whether in
the Supremc Court or the county court, shall be entered for
trial not later than six clear days before the first day of the
sittings, provided that no order extending the time shall be
made after the notice provided for by subsection 5 has been
given by the shcriff to the jurors. R.s.a. 1950, c. 191, s. 64
(2).
(3) Where there is no business requiring the attendance
of a jury at a sittings of the Supreme Court or of a county
court for the trial of actions with a jury, the local registrar
or the clerk of the county court, as the case may be, at least
five clear days before the day appointed for the sittings, shall
give notice thereof in writing (Form 5, Schedule D) to the
sheriff that the attendancc of jurors is not required. R.s.a.
1950, c. 191, s. 64 (3); 1951, c. 41, s. 10.
(4) A similar notice shall be given to the sheriff by the clerk
of the peace in the case of a sittings of the Supreme Court for
the trial of criminal prosecutions, or in case of the sittings of
the court of general sessions of the peace in a county, when it
appears that the attendance of jurors at such sittings is not
rCQuired. R.s.a. 1950, c. 191, s. 64 (4); 1951, c. 41, s. 10.
(5) Subject to subsection 8, the sheriff, upon receipt of
such noticc or notices, shall forthwith by registered letter" or
otherwisc, as he deems expedient, notify (Form 6, Schedule
D) each person summoned to serve as a juror that his attend-
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ance at the sittings is not required, and in case any person so
summoned attends after receiving such notice, he is not entitled to any fees or mileage for attendance. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 191, s. 64 (5); 1951, c. 41, s. to.

(6) Where, after the giving of such notice, a juror so sum· ~~0':f38Juror
moned attends the sittings and the sheriff is satisfied that the ~~~~~l~t
notice was not received prior to the attendance and that the ot notice
juror attended in good faith, believing such attendance to be
necessary, the sheriff shall allow lhe juror his fees and mileage
allowance. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, 5.64 (6); 1951, c. 41, 5.10.
(7) For sending every notice required by subsection 5 there ~b':lt'or
shall be paid to the sheriff in the &'1me mallner and out of the B~~t~::
same funds as the fees for the summoning of jurors the sum n
of 25 cents, and necessary disbursements paid by him for each
juror so notified. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 64 (7); 1951, c.41,
s. 10.
(8) In the case of a sittings of the Supreme Court for the ~~lI'aaC9r_
trial of criminal matters and proceedings, or in the case of t~~~t~~ no
a sittings of the court of general sessions of the peace, the prlIIonel"8 In
·ff s ha 11 not give
.
. mentIOn
. cd·III su bsectIOn
.
5 custody
S herl
t 1le notice
unless he is satisfied that there is no prisoner in the common
jail awaiting trial at the sittings. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 64
(8).
67. Notwithstanding anything in this Act, the proper ~&fJ::r
officer shall summon, in the manner heretofore used and }~r~':-am:hO:-n_
accustomed, every person required to serve upon any inquest ever,
. berare a coroner, or b erare any commissioners
..
requred
or .IllQUIry
appointed under the Great Seal, or under the seal of the
Supreme Court, or to serve as a talesman upon any jury.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 66.
68. Every sheriff, shall be indemnified for empallclling ~n~:::nlned
and returning as a grand or petit juror any person named rorr~~l~r::~g
in or taken from the grand or petit jurors' rolls for the year ~~~na, l~
in which he is summoned, although the person may not be o~ Ju~o~
qualified or liable to serve as a juror for such year. R.S.O.
1950, c. 191, s. 67.
EMPANELLING THE GRAND JURY

69. Where there do not appear as many as thirteen of the 5~:~.TJ~;'otra
grand jurors summoned upon a panel returned upon any. 0 ~~
precept to a court of criminal jurisdiction, the court, upon PP
the request of the Attorney General, or of counsel for the
Crown, or of the Crown attorney, may command the sheriff
to name and appoint so many persons th~n present or who
can be found, whether on the panel of petit jurors or not,
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as will make up a grand inquest of thirteen, and the sheriff
shall return such persons to serve on such grand inquest,
and shall add their names to the panel returned upon such

precept, and the court shall proceed with those grand jurors
who were before empanelled, together with the talesmen so
newly added. as if all such jurors had been originally returned
upon such precept. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 68.
.
DRAWING JURY AT TRIAL

Empo.nelllni
petlt Jury a
the trlDl

70 • The name of every person summoned and empanelled
as a petit juror upon the general precept for a sittings of the
Supreme Court, the court of general sessions of the peace, or
county court, with his place of residence and addition, shall be
written distinctly by the sheriff on a card or paper, as nearly
as may be of the form and size following, viz.:

DAVID BOOTH
of Lot No. 11, in the 7th Con. of Albion
MERCHANT

and the names SO written shall, under the direction of the
sheriff, be put together in a box or urn to be provided by
him for that purpose, and he shall deliver it to the clerk of the
court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 69.
~:rk ~~o
~~~~a~es

~~~~\o be
kept apart
~

71.-(1) Where an issue is brought on to be tried, or
damages are to be assessed by a jury, the clerk shall, in open
court, cause the box or urn to be shaken so as sufficiently to
mix the names, and shall then draw out six of the cards or
papers, one after another, causing the box or urn to be shaken
after the drawing of each name, and if any juror whose name
is so drawn does not appe.:'l.r or is challenged and set aside,
then such further number until six jurors are drawn, who do
appear, and who, after all just causes of challenge allowed,
remain as fair and indifferent, and the first six jurors so drawn,
appearing and approved as indifferent, their names being
noted in the minute book of the clerk of the Court, shall be
sworn, and shall be the jury to try the issue Or to assess the
damages. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 70 (1); 1955, c. 31, s. 12.
(2) The cards or papers containing the names of persons so
drawn and sworn shall be kept apart until the jury has given
•
.
h
in its verdict, and it has been recorded, Or until the JUry as
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been by consent of the parties, or by leave of the court, discharged, and shall then be returned to the box or urn, there
to be kept with the other cards or papers remaining therein.
R.S.O. 1950. c. 191, 5.70 (2).
72. If an issue is brought on to be tried, or damages arc :~r~nr8thet
to be assessed, at any such sittings before the jury in any other ~16~etbe
cause has brought in its verdict, or bccn discharged, the court hast grlLw~
may order six of the residue of the cards or papers to be drawn In~tarou t
for the trial of the issue so brought on to be tried, or for the verdict
assessment of damages, as the case lllay be. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 191, s. 71 j 1955, c. 37, s. 13.

73. Notwithstanding sections 71 and 72, where no objec- ~~:~aJmay
tion is made on the p..1.rt of the Crown, or any other party, the ~~=ol~
court may try any issue or asscs; damages with the jury prev- ~Y the 83mo
'
Id
10US
Y
rawn to try any ath
er 'Issue, or to assess d amages, '"~
without the cards or papers containing their names being returned to the box or um and redrawn, or may order any of the
jurors whom both parties consent to withdraw, or who may be
justly challenged or excused by the court, to retire and may
cause another name or other names to be drawn from the box
or um, and shaJl try the issue or asscss the damages with the
residue of the original jury and the new jurors who appear and
arc approved as indifferent. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 72.

74.-(1) Where a fuJI jury does not appear at a sittingsf~~~~~
of the Supreme Court, or at a sittings of the county court or ~Ot~~':ne:
of the court of general sessions of the peace, or where, after be granted
the appearance of a full jury, by challenge of any of the parties,
the jury is likely to remain untakell for default of jurors, the
court may command the sheriff to name and appoint so many
of such other able persons of the county then present, or who
can be found, as will, make up a fuJI jury, and the sheriff shall
return such persons to serve on the jury. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,
5.73 (1); 1951, c. 41, s. 7.

a

(2) Where
full jury does not appear, the names of the ~::~gor
persons so returned shall be added to the panel returned upon taleamen
the precept. R.S.O.1950,c.191,s.73(2).

75. The presiding judge before whom a civil case is or t!e0:O~~~
may be heard may in his discretion all an application made by
or on behalf of the parties or any of them or at his own instance, make an order for the jury to be composed of men only
or of women only, as the case may require, or may, on nn
application made by a woman, excuse her from service on a
jury in respect of any case, civil or criminal, by reason of the
nature of the evidence to be given or the issues to be tried.
1951,c.41,s.8.
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ENTRY OF SERVICE OF JURORS
~.rlrr

76. Immediately after the sittings of the Supreme Court

nata nam.

and of the court of general sessions of the peace, and of the
county court, the sheriff shall note on the jury list from which
the panel of grand jurors, if any, returned to the sittings was
drafted, and on the jury list from which the panel of petit
jurors was drafted, opposite the names of the jurors, the nonattendance or default of every juror who has not attended
until discharged by the court. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 14.

The

_.

to Dote on
or Juro..

....bo do not

CHALLENGES

~~nno:atlon

77. If a person not qualified is drawn as a juror for the
trial of an issue in any matter or proceeding, the want of
qualification is a good cause of challenge, but the want of a
sufficient property qualification is not a good cause of challenge nor a cause for discharging the juror upon his own application. R.S.O.1950,c.191,s.75.

P.~mJ)l.ory
cb.ll.nll:_
In
e1yll _

78 • I n any causc, t h
· f f or pI··ff
e lp ·amb
amb 5, on one 51·d e,
and the defendant or defendants, on the other, may challenge
peremptorily any four of the jurors drawn to serve on the
trial, and such right of challenge extcnds to the Crown when
a party. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, 5.76.

Ral.pay.rt.

79. In a mattcr or proceeding to which a municipal corporation, other than a county, is a party, evcry rateJ:UYu, and
every officer or servant of the corporation, is fo.- that reason,
liablc to challengc as a juror. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 78.

otl'IOlIrt{ . "
ormun
d·

paUty
rnay be
cball·tli tld

VIEW BY JURORS
VI•• by

80.-(1) Where in an action it appears to the presiding
judge that in order to understand better the evidence the
jurors who are to try the issues ought to have a view of the
place or of the real or personal property in question, whether
it be within or without the county in which the trial is to take
placc, hc may at any timc after thc jurors have been sworn
and beforc they give their vcrdict order that the jurors have
such view.

T.rlTUl or

(2) The order may be made on such terms as to costs and
the adjournment of the trial and otherwise as is deemed just,
and shall contain directions to the sheriff as to the manner in
which and the persons by whom the place or the property in
question shall be shown to the jurors and any other directions
that under the circumstances the judge thinks proper. R.S.O.
1950,c.191,s.87.

Juro,.

oro"
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81. The omission to observe any of the provisions of this ~b':e~~':h~90
Act as respects the qualification, selection, balloting and dis- ~,~fll~;\~~
tribution of jurors, the preparation of the jurors' book, the verdict
selecting of jury lists from the jurors' rolls. or the drafting of
panels from the jury lists is not a ground of impeaching the
verdict or judgment in any action. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 88;
1952, c. 46, $. 4.

82.-(1) No person is liable to be summoned or em panelled ~ob~el'(len
to serve as a juror upon any inquest or inquiry to be taken or ~uh~o::::'e
made by or before any commissioners appointed under the Is not,yn
Great Seal, or the seal of any court having general jurisdiction ~?j~~onl
throughout Ontario or throughout any county, unless the
name of the person appears upon the jurors' rolls for the year
in which the person is called upon to serve on the inquest or
inquiry.
(2) This section does not extend to any inquest or inquiry ~J:r~tet~n;
to be taken or made by or before a sheriff, coroner or bailiff. Jurl08. "t~.
R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 89, amenkd.
FEES

83.-(1) Every grand juror attending a slttmgs of the f~onJ'
Supreme Court or of the eourt of general sessions of the peace
and every petit juror attending a sittings of the Supreme Court
or of the court of general sessions of the peace or of the county
court is entitled to receive $10 a day for every day on which he
was necessarily absent from his place of residence for the purpose of attending the sittings.
(2) Where a juror travels by his own automobile, he is t~:~lrlnll:
entitled to receive, as a travelling allowance, 10 cents a mile allo"'an~
each way for each mile necessarily travelled between his place
of residence and the place where the sittings are held, except
that, where the sittings are held in a city in which the juror
resides, he is entitled to a travelling allowance of 75 cents, and
the distance travelled shall be ascertained by the declaration
of the sheriff.
(3) Where a juror travels by a means of transportation
other than his own automobile, he is entitled to receive, as a
travelling allowance, a sum equal to the amount of the fare
actually paid for the transportation frOIll his place of residence
to the place where the sittings arc held and return.

Id$m

(4) Where a juror is requirctl to attend the sittings on more fol:°o';;~hre
than olle day and returns to his place of residence at night, he
.
. led
0 on once
IS entlt
to the travelling allowance mentioned in subsection

d,',".,
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2 or 3, as the case may be, in respect of each day's attendance.
~roe..::.-:~~t

(5) Where a juror resides elsewhere and in the opinion of
the sheriff it is desirable that he remain at the place of sittings
over-night, he is entitled to receive a sum equal to the amount
reasonably and actually paid by him for living expenses, but
not more than $8 for each night. 1959.c. 48, s. 1.

~~ek~trat~a

84.-(1) The sheriff shall make a pay list (Schedule C) for
petit jurors and shall attend or cause some officer to attend
at the opening of the court on every day 011 which the court
sits for the trial of actions by jury, and upon the petit jurors
being called, shall check and mark the word "present" or
"absent", as the case may be, in the proper column of the list
opposite the name of every juror, and on the last day of the
sittings of the court shall certify and return the pay list to the
treasurer of the county, and the treasurer shall forthwith pay
to every petit juror the sum to which he appears by the list
to be entitled.
(2) The county court and the court of general sessions of
the peace shall for the purposes of this section be deemed
to be one court, and the duty of calling the jurors at the open·
ing of the court shall be performed by the clerk of whichever
court is first opened. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 91.

l~;o~r petft the

County
court
and general
88e11lone to
be deemed

one court

Allowance
to aherllfa

85.-(1} The sheriff is entitled to receive from the treasurer
of the county such sum for the pay list and such sum per diem
for checking and for certifying and returning it to the treasurer
as, in the case of a county, the county council by by-law de·
termines, and, in the case of a provisional judicial district, as
the Lieutenant Governor in Council determines.

ro"rer~~~:~g

(2) Where such sums have not been fixed under subsection
1, the sheriff is entitled to receive from the treasurer of the
county or district $1 per day for checking the jury panel and
$1 for certifying and returning the list to the treasurer.
R.S.O. 1950,c. 191,s. 92.

panel and
returninc
Hat

Lblt or
Jurolll to be

86. The clerk of the court or the clerk of the peace, as the
case may be, shall, at the opening of the court and before any
other business is proceeded with, call the names of the petit
jurors, so that the sheriff or his officer may check off those
who are present or absent. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 93.

Jurore not
attending
not to be

87. A petit juror not appearing when called is not entitled
to pay for the day on which he makes default. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 191, s. 94.

called

""

~~t'::a..Jl~hbe
88.-(1) With every record entered for trial of issues or
~~~r~:n assessment of damages by a jury in the Supreme. Court there
trial In Jury
cases

shall be paid to the Registrar or the local regIstrar of the
Supreme Court, as the case may be, tbe sum of $3, and in

Sec. 92 (3)
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the county court to the clerk of the county court, the sum of
51.50, and the record shall not be entered unless such sum is
first paid.

(2) Subjcct to any agreement made between the corporation :t~it ~it:
of the county and the corporation of the county town, such
sum, in the case of a county, shall be forthwith paid over to the
treasurer of the county and shall form part of the fund for the
pa.ymcnt of petit jurors, and. in the case of a district, shall be
forthwith paid over to the treasurer of the district and shall
form [)<"1ft of the Consolidated Revenue Fund. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 191, s. 96.
80. All fines imposed upon jurors for non-attendance shall, ~:~a.::: go
in the case of a county, be paid to the treasurer of the county ~~';~:~t
and shall form part o( the fund for the payment of petit or Jurors
jurors, and, in the C<'l.se of a district, shall be paid to the trea~
surer of the district and shall form part of the Consolidated
Revenue Fund. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 97.
90. If the sums appropriated by this Act are not sufficient ;~~j~~ ror
to p.....y the petit jurors, the county council shall raise and JUrors
appropriate such sum of money as wiJI be sufficient to pay
them. R.S.O.1950,c.191,s.98.

ro':l:

91. The l()(""... l !w.lcdor~ for every !lelec.tion anci cii!ltrihution
to the
of jurors, and the report thereof, are entitled to such sum as8electoMl
is authorized by the council of the municipality, and, upon
receipt of a certificate from the clerk of the peace that the report has been returned to him within the time fixed by this
Act, such sum shall be paid to them by the treasurer of the
municipality. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 99.

92.-(1) The county selectors are entitled to the sum of ~~t~r
$4 for each day's attendance in the performance of their duties alliecton;
under this Act, but when the number of grand and petit jurors
to be selected does not exceed 500, no selector is entitled to be
paid for a greater number of days than (our.
(2) When the number to be selected exceeds 500, each ~~ltlOnal
selector actually attending is entitled to be paid as for one
additional day for every 200 additional names selected, and
no more.
(3) Upon receipt of a certificate from the clerk of the peace Payment
that the duties required of the county selectors have bccn duly
performed by them, such sum shall be paid by the treasurer
of the county to every such selector, and the clerk of the pe:lce
shall be paid for his attendance at the meeting of the COllllty
selectors the same fees as a county selector. R.S.D. 1950,
c. 191, s. 100.
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03. The clerk of the peace is entitled to the following fees:

the peace

l. For receivint. examining and filing the reports of the local
selectors for each municipality, and causing any deficiency
found therein to be supplied
S .50
2. For giving crrtificates to selectors of jurors of duties having
been performed: but only one certificate for all the selectors
for each ffillnicipality shall be given
" .
.50
3. For preparing and superintending the makin~ up of each juror.'
book (besides actual disbursements for statIoner's chargesj. . . 3.00
4. For making up jurors' books, enterillg all the names and numbers, and all other matters required to be entered therein,
per 100 names
. 2.00
5. For each copy of the jurors' book required by this Act, per
100 names
. 2.00
6. For each certificate required to be entered in the jurors' book.
1.00
7. For copy of jury list required to be entered, per 100 namC$... 2.00
8. For each panel of jurors drafted from the jury list, per 100
names on each jury list.. . . . . .
2.00
9. For each seloction of jurors to be released before sittings Qf a
court....... . ..
..
. . .....•.
..
5.00
10. For entering each panel in the jurOrs' book, with the numbers
corresponding to the jury list. . . .
..
.
. 2.00
11. For making up aggregate return in detail of jurors
. 5.00
12. For copy thereof, and transmitting same to Provincial Secretary
when required
.
2.00
13. For each office copy of the same
.
2.00

R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 101; 1956, c. 34, s. 4.
Sherllf'e

"M

04:. The sheriff, in addition to such fces as he is entitled
to from the Parties to an action, is entitled to the rallowing
fees:
I. For each pant! of jurors, grand or petit, returned and summoned

by him in obedIence to any general precept
. S5.00
2. For copies of luch panel to be transmitted to the properofficen,
each
. 2.00
3. For every summons served upon the jurors on a panel
.
.50
4. For every mile which the sheriff or his deputy or bailiffs nec:es.
sarily and actually travelled from the county town for the
purpose of serving such summonses (such mileage to be
allowed for going only and not for returning, and this item

b;\~~sax~ir ~'.h~~~ .s.u.c.h. ~~~~I.o.n.~. ~~e. ~~i.l~ .~~ :.r~~~~~
5. Advertising the drafting of jury panels (required by section 59)..
6. Notices to clerk of the peace and justices (required by section
59), each.
.
.
7. Attending to draft jury panels
.
8. Writing names of jurors on cards
.
9. For every notice to jury not to attend, section 66 (7)
.
10. Attending, locking up or feedin!:, petit juries, or taking grand
f~~~~c10j:l~.t. ~~~t.i~~t.i~~~. ~~c.lusive

of

di~~~~~~~~:s,>:

11. For each daily checking of iury panel (section 85)
.
12. For certifying and returning list of jury panel to treasurer
(section 85)
.
13. When sheriff acts as county selector of juries per diem
(section 92)...... . . ..
.
.

.20
2.00
.50
5.00
'.00
.25
'.00
1.00
1.00
'.00

R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 102.
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95. In the cases provided for by sections 92 and 93, where ~J,!;.,e~g:~
there arc morc than one hundred or morc than an even number 100 names
of hundreds of such names, if the broken number beyond the
hundred or hundreds falls short of fifty names, the same shall
not be reckoned, and if the broken number amounts to fifty
names or upwards, the same shall be reckoned as a full hundred. but in all cases of there being altogether less than a
single hundred, the same shall be reckoned as a full hundred.
R.S.O. 1950,c.191,s. 103.

96.-(1) Upon proof by affidavit of the services having ~wJi~l
been performed and upon the account being audited and an be paid
order of the board of audit, if any, being made for payment, the
treasurer of the county shall pay to such officers the amount
of their fees.
(2) In the case of a sheriff's account, there shall be annexed ~~~avI1Al
to the affidavit a detailed statement showing the number of mUe/ljlfl
miles actually and nccessarilr travelled in effecting service
of the summons on each juror, so that at the end of the journey
upon which the services were made the officer summoning the
jury is entitled to mileage only for the number of miles actually
travelled. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,s. 104.

PENALTIES

07. If a person, having been duly summoned to attend on g~ ~~r~.ra
a jury, does not attend in pursuance of the summons, or being attendallce
there called does not answer to his name, or if a juror or talesman, after having been called, is present but does not appear,
or after his appearance wilfully withdraws himself from the
presence of the court, the court may impose such fine upon
the juror or talesman as is deemed proper. R.S.O. 1950,
c. 191, s. 105.
08.-(1) If a person having been duly summoned and &(i~~r~
returned to serve as a juror UJXlIl an inquest or inquiry before i~~~~~~~~
a sheriff or coroner, or before any of the commissioners men_lnqulrIM.
tioned in section 61, does not, after being openly called three etc.
times, appear and serve, the sheriff, coroner or commissioners
may impose such fine, not exceeding $20, upon the person so
making default as is deemed proper.
(2) The sheriff, coroner or commissioncrs shall make out ~r~ntr to
and sign a certificate containing the namc, the residence and frl\!"~~"':tl!lnd
addition of every person so making default, together with thc o<>pl1J6
amount of the fine imposed and the cause of the fiue, alld
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transmit the certificate to the clerk of the peace for the county
in which the defaulter resides, on or before the first day of the
sit,tings of the court of general sessions of the peace next cnsumg.
Fine. to be
estreated

(3) The clerk of the peace shall enter the fine so certified
on the roll on which fines and forfeitures imposed at the court
of general sessions are entered, and it shall be estrcated, levied
and applied in like manner, and subject to the like powers,
provisions and penalties in all respects as if it had been a fine
imposed at a sittings of the court of general sessions of the
peace. R.S.D. 1950, c. 191, s. 106.

0" 6herltre,

90. If a sheriff wilfully empanels and returns to serve
on a ju.y a person whose name has not been dul)' drawn
upon the panel in the manner prescribed in this Act, or if a
registrar, clerk of the peace, or other officer wilfully records
the appearance of a person so summoned and returned who
has not actually appeared, the court may, upon examination in a summary way, impose such fine upon the sheriff,
clerk of assize, clerk of the peace, or other officer as is deemed
proper. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 107.

eto" for

default to
perform

oJutlee

~~t~~

On 8herifl'e.

eto., taking
money B.8
D.

bribe

OtrenOOll

100. No sheriff or other officer or person shall, directly
or indirectly, take or receive money or other reward or promise
of money or .eward, to CXCUl:iC allY versoll frum serving or
being summoned to serve as a juro., and no bailiff or other
officer appointed by a sheriff to summon jurors shall summon
or pretend to summon any person to serve as a juror other
than those whose names a.e specified in a warrant or mandate
signed by the sheriff and directed to the bailiff or other officer,
and if a sheriff or other officer wilfully transgresses in any of
such cases, the Supreme Court, the court of general sessions
of the peace or county court within whose jurisdiction the
offence has been committed may impose upon the person so
offending such fine as is deemed proper. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191,
s.108.
101. Every person who,
(a) being a sheriff or deputy sheriff, makes o. causes to

be made any alteration in any of the rolls, lists or
panels in any jurors' book, or in the certified copi~
thereof in his custody, except in compliance with the
directions of this Act, or neglects or refuses to prepare
the jurors' book, the ballot papers necessary {or
drafting the panels, striking special juries and drawing juries at the trial, or neglects or omits to return
the jurors' book and the ballot papers for drafting the
jury lists to the court to which he is required to return

Sec. 102
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it, or neglects or omits to perform any other duty
required of him by this Act, or wilfully does anything
inconsistent with this Act; or
(b) being a registrar or local registrar of the Supreme

Court, makes or causes to be made any alteration in
the Tolls, lists or panels in any jurors' book, or in any
copy thereof deposited in his office, or wilfully certifies as true any copy of a jurors' book, or any roll,
list or panel therein, that is not a true copy thereof; or
(c) being a clerk of a local municipality, or an asssesment
commissioner, assessor or other officer or person who,
at the time of the annual meeting of the local selectors, has the actual charge or custody of the assessment roll of the municipality for such year, neglects
or omits to perform the duties required of him by
section 18; or
(d) being a local selector, wilfully selects, ballots and
reports as qualified and liable to serve as a gTand or
petit juror any person who, according to this Act,
ought not to be so selected, balloted or reported, or
takes money or other reward for selecting, balloting
or reporting, or omitting to select, ballot or report any
person, or wilfully inserts in his report a wrong description of the name, place of residence, or addition
of a person so selected, balloted and reported, or
neglects or omits to complete his selection, ballot and
report, and to deposit it in the proper office on or
before the 25th day of October of the ye.1.r for which
he acts as local selector; or
(e) being a clerk of the peace, neglects or omits to perform any duty required of him in the manner herein
prescribed, or wilfully does anything inconsistent
with this 1\ct,
shall for each offence forfeit the sum of $200, one half of which
shall be paid over to the treasurer of the county and shall
form part of the fund for the payment of petit jurors, and the
other half, with full costs, to any person who sues for it in any
court of competent jurisdiction; and every such action shall be
tried by the judge without the intervention of a jury, and when
the action has been commenced in the county court, the judge
of the county court shall, upon the application of either parly
thereto, by his order direct that it be lried at a sittings of the
Supreme Court, and the record may thereafler be entered and
the action tried at such sittings. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 109.

102. All penalties under this Act for which no other ::~itrZ or
remedy is given may be recovered under The SlImmary Con- n.s.o. 11160.
viclions Act. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. 110.
c.387
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103.-(1) It is a contempt of court for any person interested in an action in any court, or his solicitor, counsel, agent

JURORS

Sec. 103 (1)

or emissary, before or during the sittings of court at which the
action is, or is to be. entered for trial or may be tried. or at any
time after a juror has been summoned, knowingly, directly or
indirectly to speak to or consult with a juror upon the jury
panel for such court respecting such action or any matler or

thing relating thereto.
~~l~:~or

(2) Where a solicitor or barrister or student at law or

~u~T:~~ articled clerk is guilty
or
dec!
any other penalty, be

lua~n

EJ:~ptlon

where Juror
Ie a party
or wltn_

of such offence he may, in addition to

struck (rom the roll of solicitors or be
disbarred or suspended from the practice of his profession
for a limited time or his name may be erased from the list
of the Law Society or removed therefrom for a limited time
by the Supreme Court upon motion at the instance and in the
name of the Attorney General.

(3) This section does not apply where a juror is also a party
to or a known witness or interested in the action or is otherwise
ineligible as a juror in the action, nor to anything that may
properly take place in the course of the trial or conduct of the
action. R.S.O.1950,c.191,s.111.

GENERAL PROVISIONS
PClOItlna up
copl. of

•. 118 of

en... l""l

"'"

19[,3-&t

e.IH (Can.)

Sa"lna ef
former
pewe.. of
court and
JUd.. ~

except ..
nltered

f9~~~~nd.

m~~:~n
p

104. It is the duty of the sheriff at the sitting! of the
Supreme Court for trials by jury and the court of general
sessions of the peace to post up in the court room and jury
rooms and in the general entrance hall of the coun house,
printed copies in conspicuous type of section 119 of the CriminaICodt'(Canada). R.S.O.1950,c.191,s.112.
105. Nothing in this Act alters, abridges or affects any
power or authority that any court or judge has, or any practice
or form in regard to trials by jury, juries or jurors, except in
those cases only where such power or authority, practice or
form is repealed or altered, or is inconsistent with any of the
provisions of this Act. R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, s. t 13.
100. The amendments in subsection I of section S and in
sections 11, 14 and 15 of The Jurors Ilmendment Ad, 1955,
when proclaimed in force, shall be deemed to be amendments
to the corresponding provisions of this Act, namely, subsection
2 of section 45, section 69. Schedule B and Form t of S:::hedule
D.New.
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SCHEDULE A
(Sation Z4)
REPORT OF LOCAL SELECTORS FRO~1 ASSESSMENT ROLL

Report of the selection and distribution of jurors for the municipality
of
, in the County of
, for the year 19
made by
, Mayor (M Reeve), and
, Clerk, and
by
and
, Assessors (or by
AllSl$Sment Commissioner, and
and
Assessors as 1M case ma), be), of the municip..,\\ity. on the
,pursuant to the directions of The Jurors
day of
• 19
Ad. (see nole J).

FIRST DIVISION
For the Roll of Grand Jurors to SUllll in the Supreme Court of Ontario
$f~
,00

,,-"

j~s

".

o"b]g ~..<:Jl
._"'

60l:r.X

(l0_-

16
4

6

-" ,
00

NAMES

...o~_
l;jg

z
~ohn

Anderson ...........
etet Cameron .•.........
William O'Leary. .......
Alfred Piper. .......

etc.

, "
i. E;r;
" 00

V}:t]~
"
"0

0

B5.. tio
.-~
~

2

Farmer
Merchant

Oatl.111ds

.....

OCCUPATIONS

17

Retired

Plumber

I

SECOND DIVISION
For Ihe Roll oj Grand Jurors to suve in Hu Majesty's Inferior Courts
of Criminal Jurisdidion
• 0

u~

g<;;
" ,
"
00

,,NAMES

tj ..

o

~:c: <: C
In .. ~ 0

"0

-

0Q.>~~

j~l>

= toO Q.>Jj
.g..!S~

'l:; ~
o~_

u> .'5

z

U

_eo
u_

o~Jl'

Willjam Adams .... ....
Richarrl House .. ........
Allan Thomas ............
Jacob Wyse .. ... ........
etc.

';E;:

~~

:30';8

7
24

4
5
5

2

I

9

OCCUf,ATIONS

u

Gentleman
Merch;'lIlt
Retired
Tailor
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THIRD DIVISION

For

Ind

Roll of PaiJ Jurors

10

serve in 1M Suprenu Court of Chrwm

'.

.; E~

.~
,"
00
X"

~.o
xo.S

,

VJ ... ..l¢

.s~o

·g~1

"00°

aOel:l

-0.
...

NAMES

~ t,luJl

8j:

~ii

o~_

u ... ..;~

o~Jj

go.$! ...

Z
David Boothe .... .......
Henry Grace .... .......
Nathan Lowe ...
......
George Sullivan .. ..... o.

U

7
7

11

..

Merchant
Farmer
Shoemaker
Civil Servant

,

6

1

J

etc.

OCCUPATIONS

~

FOURTH DIVISION
For 1M Roll of Fetil Jurors to urve in Hu },fajesJis [nfffior Ceurts of
Criminal and Ciflil Ju,isdu:ti01l

'.

.~
0"
00

X"00°

,

""

NAMES

";E~

.

....
...

C

f

.
c:::t~

'sOle

Jj
oc ~D
.~
._il:
~~

z

u

'01]
o;l:Jl

William Carpenter ...
George Gule ..........
Samuel Jones .... .....
Thomas Hoole Rogers. ....
etc.

-.0

l::x

Vl .. .:oi O
:5 0 ",]

7
7
15
11

DccUPATIOSS

0°- ...
2
8
J

Clerk
Tailor

I

Gentleman

Fanner

We, the above-named local Selectors for the Municipality of
,
solemnly declare, each for himself, that we have made the selection and
distribution of Juron in this Report {rom the proper lists of the munici·
pality to the best of our judgment and information, punuant to the
directions of Th~ JlIrors Ad, and that we have so made the same without
{ear, favour or affection of, to or for any person or persons whomsoever,
gain, reward, or hope thereof, other than the (ees to which we are entitled
under the provisions of that Act.
Witness our hands and seals the day and year last above written.
A. B. IL.S.] Mayor OF Reeve.
C. D. [L.S.I Clerk.
E. F. IL.S.] Assessment Coml'1lissioner.
G. H.IL.S.) Assessor.
1. J. IL.S.] ASSCSlIOr.

R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, Schcd. A.
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SCHEDULE B
(&dian 26)
JURORS' BOOK

The JURORS' BOOK for the County of

, for the year 19

(See "ok J)
I.-ROLL OF GRAND JURORS
To serve in the Supreme Court of Ontario

(See lIok Z)

•,
0

;;

'"•

'""•
0

NAMES

0

0
Z

":e
~.

.n'"
••
00

..g~"

.. 8..~~
.'l
0

OccUPATIONS

"'"

REMARKS

0

"

0

c .!!

Z

.,"
Z

1 KING

(Township)

,

Anderson, John.

16

Aylof Graham ....

9

3 Bosworth, David.

11

,;

4

6

I

,.

4 Cameron. Peter ..
(Etc., to, sal)

Young, Davi ....

7

..

,

Exeml?ted,
having

Farmer

Gentleman
Merchant

served on

Tailor

3

Gentleman

,

Gl
s..,List
19

2 MAllXlIAlot

(Township)

21 Allan, Simon .....
22 Bolland, Geo~e
(Elt:., tD, say
31 Wilkinson, James.
32 Yates, Edward .. ,

21
5
13
1

;
11

•
l

Farmer
144

3 NEWMAIl.KET

(TOWN)
4 TOROSTO

(City)
26 YORK

(Township)

503 Arthur, Thomas ..
504 Bull, Peter ......

3
14

2 (ramSay

1

lE.Y'geSt.

These are to certify that I have carefully compa.red the above Grand
Jurors' Roll with the Reports made by the loc.1t Selectors for the Illllnicipalities in the County of
, for the year 19
as
such Reports remained with me as Clerk of the Peace on the 25th day of
October in that yeM, and that such Grand Jurors' Roll contaius a true
and correct transcript of the names, descriptions and additions of all
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persons so selected and reported as competent, qualified and liable to
serve as Grand Jurors for such county in the Supreme Court.
Witness my hand this
day of
• 19
,
E. F., Clerk of the Pe3cc.

2.-THE GRAND JURY LIST
FOR the Supreme Court of Ontario (Jee nole Z), as selected for the County
of
by the County Selectors, on
• the
day of
, 19
, pursuant to the directions of
The Jurors Ad.

.

~=

.-

00

:l:"

]

g

NAMES

0

Z

H

-:l: ,

~.~
• 0

~e oo Ill.!:
.3"- .9..!<" '"

,q

'5. 5

].
r=<'
> l.=
.",

Z

u

ci:;

........ 0

go.!1D::

2 Bolland, George ..

5

12

3 Yates, Edward ...

7

8

King

1

5

Mark-

Young, David .. ,.

~~

0

h.m

1

Gentleman

2

1

Tailor

2

3

-~

>''';

·~o

50

B.y

"m

0

o~

0; 1:

~:l

2 From York
Mark-

'a
0

:<

3

.. " .
" .. . ~

Occupations

0

I Arthur, Thomas ..

(Etc., 10, say)

'"

..;~<'l2
e-e

Eo.

QI'- '"

-"--

1

These arc to certify that on
• the
day of
,19
, the foregoing Grand Jury List for the
County of
for the Supreme Court for the )'eilr 19
was duly selected from the Roll of Grand jurors to serve in tht Supreme
Court for the same year, pursuant to the directions of TM JuraT: Ad.
Witness our hands this
day of
, 19
C. D. , Chairman,
E. F., Clerk of the Peace.

3.--GRAND JURY PANELS FOR THE SUPREME COURT OF
ONTARIO
(See niHt Z)

No. .!.
P..,SEL of Grand Jurors returned upon a Precept from the Honourable
G. H., the Honourable T. J., (etc.) Her Majesty's Justices in that
behalf, tested the
day of
, 19
, for
the return of thirteen of such jurors for the sittings of the Supreme
Court to be held for the County of
, on the
day of
, 19
, as drafted on
, the
day of
, 19
, at the olfice of the
Clerk of the Peace in
, by A.B., Esquire, SheriIT, in
the presence of K. L. and M. N. Esquires, justices of the Peace
for the County, pursuant to the directions of TM Jurors Act.

Schoo, B
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0

d:

•=
0

~

NAMES

0

°"
oS

te
••
"~

"'"
o •
" 0

q

:ga

o~

.2..!!l

~~ ..

"z 8°.£

0

6
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I Arthur, Thomas 3
2 Bolland, Geo~e 5
(Etc., 10, lay

24 Yates, Edward. I

5

Remarks

0

°

:a=
York
Markh,m
Markh,m

.~

-'

0

2 From Bay
12

Occupations

~
Farmer
Gentleman
Farmer

I
2

'44

Witness our hands, the day and year last above written.
A. B., Sheriff.

K. L.,J.P.
M.N.,).P.
No.2.

(Su Note 4), cl€.

4.-ROLL OF GRAND JURORS
To serve ill Her Majesty's Inferior Courts (sa nole Z)
of Criminal Jurisdiction. (.xl' nole J)
(Conlinue as in Form 1, substi/uJing in
t~ ctrliMOI, for tile words "Supreme
Court" 1M w",ds "Inferior Courts of
Criminal Jurisdiction")
Witness my hand this
day of
, 19
E. p" Clerk of Ihe Peace.
5.-THE GRAND JURY LIST
FOR the Inferior Courts (Set nole Z), as selected by the
County Selectors, for the County of
on
,the
day or
,19,
pursuant to the directions of The Jurors Aet.
(CQ1ltinue as in Form Z, substituting in
tM cutiji€ale for tM words "Supreme
Court" the words "Inferior Courts of
Criminal Jurisdiction".)
WitnCM our hands this
day of
, 19
C. D., Chairman,
E. F., Clerk of the Peace.

6.-GRAND JURY PANELS FOR THE INFERIOR COURTS
(Su note Z)
No.1.
PANEL of Grand Jurors returned upon a Precept from the Presiding JudKe
of the Court o{ General Sessions of the Peace {or the County or
District of
• tested the
day of
• 19
, for the
return of thirteen of such Jurors for the Sittings of the Court of
General Sessions of the Peace, to be held, etc.
(C(lntinue as in Fqrm J.)
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7.-ROLl OF PETIT JURORS
To serve in the Supreme

CoUrl

•0~

~

'"•
0

NAMES

6

.s
'a

:£

:£
1 KI~(i
(Township)

,
I

3
4

,
6
1
8
9
10

1060

Adams, George. ..
Aikins, \V~liam ...
Allcrc' Simon .....
Ash ord, Thomas.
Barclay, John ....
Cameron, William
Daniels, George ..
Parley, Peter ....
Small, William ...
Worth, David ....
(dr., to, s(lY)
Yarrold, George ..

16
21
25
19

,

II
9
4

22
7

of Ontario.

(See noIu Z and 3)

~§

~~
",'"

~

.lI~

SO•

•

O~

'I~

Occupations

0
0

0""

6

8°o!!

,
,,

Z

Farmer

1

3

1
Z

6
II
8

14

...••"

g65

~~..o

~o'"•
4>'~

"

,
3

Gentleman
Merchant
Shoemaker

,
1

4

Tailor

6
7

Baker

'88

2 MARKHAM

(Township)
etc.)

These arc to certify that I have carefully compared the above Petit
Jurors' Roll with the Reports made by the local Selectors for the munici·
palities in the County of
• for the year 19
, as such
Reports remained with me as Clerk of the Peace on the 25th day or
October of that year, and that such Petit Jurors' Roll contains tOle and
correct transcript of the names, descriptions and addition, of all persons
so selected and reported as competent, qualified and liable to serve as
Petit Jurors for such county in the Supreme Court.
Witness my hand this

day

,19
E. F., Clerk of the Peace.
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a.-THE PETIT JURY LIST
FOR the Supreme Court of Ontario (see lIoU 2), as selected for the county
of
on
, the
day
of
, 19
• pursuant to the directions of Tlu
Jurors Act.

•" .,;e
0

:<:

]~

~.
",:<:

0
"
"0 "o.

;3"

.§

"~
.Q..s

0

~~

"0

- ..

Z

Z

NAMES

ci

ci

-

::I::::

50..!!
U

e
"

Occupations

;;
0:

"ci

1

0

..•

::i: !t::-

Xt
2~

".c
0-

~E..:>

E" Of>.
0
Z Z 0:

0:

~._

--I Adams,

George..

5
2 Allerc' Simon ... 21
Ash
ord,
Thomas
3
2
4 Barclay~hll ... 19
5 Daniel,
T5C" 9
6 Worth, Davi ... 11
(tk., 10, say)

188 Yarrold, George

14

5
7
19
8
5

King

16

King

9

King

King
King
King

King

Gentleman

5
2

1

4

Shoemaker
Merchant
Baker

7

6
9
1060 1

These are to certify that on
, the
day of
• 19
the foregoing Petit Jury List for the County of
for the
Supreme Court for the year 19
• was duly selected from the Roll of
Petit Jurors to serve in the Supreme Court for the same year, pursuant
to the directions of The Ju.r(}fs Act.
Witness our hands this

day of

,19

C. D., Chainnan,
E. F., Clerk of the Peace.
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9.-PETIT JURY PANELS

FOR the Supreme Court of Ontario.

(See Mit Z)

No.1.
PANEL of Petit Jurors returned upon a Precept from thel Honourable
G. If" the Honourable J.J., etc., Justices of the Supreme Court,
tested the
day of
• 19
,lor the return
of such Jurorl, for the Sittings of the High Court of Justice (Of'" ~
1M preupt reqllirl!$) to be held for the County of
on
, the
day of
, 19
,as drafted
on
,the
day or
,19
,at the
office of the Clerk of the Peace in
• by A,B., Esquire,
Sheriff, in the presence of K.L. and M.N., E!l<juires, Justices of the
Peace for the County, pursuant to the directions of TM JlIfOrl Ac'.
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0
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0
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NAMES

0

0

Z

Z

I

Alle~, Simon ... 21

';e
O·
.;;"
"

S~

C~

.2.!i
tli~

~"-

0°..!!

"

Occupations

:5

ii.

:Q

0

0

;

0

z

~

~

7

King

Merchant

9

King

Baker

dc" to, say)

48 Yarrold, George

.~

-'l

•E"

.:!

,
'88

Witness our hands the day and year last above written.
A. B" Sheriff.,
K. L.,J.P.

M.N.,J.P.

R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, Schoo. B; 1952, c. 46, s. 5.
No.2. (Su "ote 4.)
NOTE.-The corresponding Forms for the Inferior Courts of Civil and
Criminal Jurisdiction shall be, with appropriate changes. Forms 7 to 9.

NOTES TO FORMS IN SCHEDULES A AND B
(l) This Titk 10 be placw al tile head of wcll pare of tile Book.

(2) So mucll of this Sub-Title as ulds lQilh Ihis tlJltrd to be pkJ:ed at Ihe
head of rod page of the Book appropriated to Ihis dass of entries.
(3) Tllis Roll to be commencw on a new page, after leaving a suffidenl
number of lams fltr the Jury List 10 be scJedw from lhe prcudinr. Roll and
tile probable "umber of Panels lhat may be drafted from such Luis in llle
course of the year.
(4) The sufmqucnl Panels follU'.lli"K immediately may be commem:w 0"
IIIe same page on u·hid lhe pru;wi"r alJe is dosw.

w
a.
~

SCHEDULE C

()

(&ai01l 84)
«(Jsl~

PAY LIST for Petit Jurors who have attended the Sitting. of the
,au may be), held for the
of
, begun on the
of
, 19

-",
.'

-,

'0'=8

.- --

~

.s~o

n~
::Ie::

Z _.-

John JUIL ............
Charles Carelos ........

21
"

, and ended on the

~

•

~

~

•

~
~

=

•

N

present
absent

abient

pTe!ent

~

-a

-a

-a

~

~

present
absent

present
abient

-5

present
auscllt

~

>,

.a

"E

~

~

•

~

-a

~

-5
N

..

present
absent

present
absent

present
absent

- -

~

day

Amount to be
paid to Juror

Check d Attendance

'g 8 i:
Nt\l\IE OF JURORS

,19

day of

~

~

•

,~,

Juror. ,ignature
acknowledging
receipt of money

~

~

C

~

•w

()
~

I,
• Sheriff of the
of
• do hereby certify to the Treasurer of the
• that the above i, to the best
of my knowledge a correct return of the number of miles travelled by each Juror in coming to the Court, a true check of the number of daYI
IC\"ery luch Juror attended the Court, and the just lum to which every Juror on the above list is entitled.
A. B., Sheriff.

"

';'

:g
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Chap. 199

Schod.D

JURORS

SCHEDULE D
FORM 1
(Sea"",

46>

In the Supreme Court of Ontario
Reigning 5overt'igll, tiC.

Ontario
County (Dr Di,trict) of

To Wit:
To the Sheriff of the
of
You are commanded that you cause to come bd'~ the Judp or other
person holding the littings of the Supreme Court (or County.,. District
Court or Court 01 General Sessions of the Peace) at
in your
Bailiwick, on the
day of
, 19
I all panel, concerning
such sittings (and when lise sittings are for the trial oj criminal cu wdl liS
civil roSlS), and also cause to come thirteen good and lawful penon. of your
Bailiwick duly qualified to serve as Grand Juron at the ",id sittings;
and also summon II competent number, being not [l!SlIlhan
good and
lawful persona duly qualilied to serve as Petit Juron for the trial of
(Criminal and) Civil issues; and that you and your deputy Sheriff, Bailiffs.
and other officers then and there attend in your proper J)er*I"I to do those
things which to your and their offices appertain. And that YOlI have
then and there the names of all Juron and Constables whom you shall
cause to come before UI. And have then and there thil Precept.
Dated at

this

,19

&:roy of

R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, Schoo. D. Fonn Ii 1951. c, 41, s. 9 (1).
FORM 2
(Stction 47 (Z) )
Take notice th.u there being no bUliness requirinll' the attendance of
petit jurors at the sittings of the Supreme Court (". County fit' District
Court or Court of General Sessions of the Peace) on the opening day thereof
to be held the
day of
, 19
, your
attendance al a juror on that day is not required, and in ,.;0 rar as the
summons served upon you requires your attendance on that day it shall
be disregarded.
Further take notice that you are required to attend the
court on the
day of
,19
of
o'clock in the
noon.

Iltti~gs

of this
,at the hour

And further take notice that in case you attend at such sittillis on any
day prior to that laat above mentioned, )'011 will not be entitled to any
fees or mileage for such attend3nce.
Dated at
this

day of

,19
Sheriff 01 the County
(or District) 01

R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, Schoo. D. Form 2; 1951, c. 41, s. 10.

Sched.D

Chap. 199

JURORS

FORM 3
(S«tion 66 (I) )

To
Take notice that you 3re required to attend the sittings of the Supreme
Court (or County or District Court or Court of General Sessions of the
Peace) to be held at
• in the County (or District) of
on the
day of
, 19
, as a Grand (or Special or Petit)
Juror, and in default of your so attending you will be liable to the penalties
provided by The Jurors Act.

,h,

Dated at

day or

,19

Sheriff of the County
(or District) of

R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, Sched. D, Form 3.

FORM 4
(SuliM! 4)
NOTlcl': TO SHERIFF

To the Sheriff of the

of

Take notice that t,
, being a woman,
hereby claim exemption from service as a juror for a period of onc year
from the date of this notice.
Dated at

. '9

day or

this

Witness

Claimanl

1951, c. 41, s. 9 (2).

FORM 5
(Swion 66 (3»
To the Sheriff of the

of

Take notice that there is no (civil or criminal, as/M case mtJy be) business
requiring the attendance of a jury at the ensuing sittings of the Supreme
Court (Dr the County Dr District Court) to be held on the
day of
,19
, and that the attendance of jurors at such sittings is not
required.
Dated at

this

day of

,19

Registrar (Dr Local Registrar or the Supreme
Court, Clerk of the County Court Dr Clerk
of the Peace, as tke case mtJy be) fOt' the
County Dr District of

R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, Schcd. D, Form 4; 1951, c. 41, s. 10.

839
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Chap. 199

Schod.D

JURORS

FORM 6
(Sedio1l 66 (5»)

To
Take notice th~t there being no business requiring the attendance of
jurors at the sittings of the Supreme Court (01' the County or District
Court) to be held on the
day of
, 19
:
your attendance 3S a juror at such sittings is not required, and the summons served upon you Cor your attendance is cancelled.
:. ,
Further take notice that in case you attend at such sitting! after the
receipt by you of this notice you will not be entitled to any fees or mi1eaic
for such attendance.

This notice is given purusant to The Jurors A".

Dated at

this

day a!

,19

Sheriff of the County
(or District) of

R.S.O. 1950, c. 191, Sched. D, Form 5; 1951, c. 41, s. 10.

